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Abstract.  

The Lagrangian model FLEXPART was used to identify the moisture sources of the Congo River Basin (CRB) and investigate 10 

their role in the hydrological cycle. This model allows us to track atmospheric parcels while calculating changes in the specific 

humidity through the budget of evaporation-minus-precipitation. The method permitted the identification at an annual scale of 

five continental and four oceanic regions that provide moisture to the CRB from both hemispheres over the course of the year. 

The most important is the CRB itself, providing more than 50% of the total atmospheric moisture income to the basin. Apart 

from this, both the land extension to the east of the CRB together with the ocean located in the eastern equatorial South Atlantic 15 

Ocean are also very important sources, while the Red Sea source is merely important in the budget of (E-P) over the CRB, 

despite its high evaporation rate. The moisture sink patterns over the CRB in air masses tracked forwards from all the sources 

follow a latitudinal rainfall migration and are mostly highly correlated with the pattern of precipitation rate, ensuring a link 

between them. The analysis of the wet and dry periods in the CRB confirms the key role of the basin in modulating the fresh 

water balance within the basin itself.  20 

1 Introduction  

The water falling on a given area as precipitation may have been supplied to it by local evaporation or transpiration, 

alternatively it may have been advected from a remote terrestrial source, or it may have originated in evaporation from the 

oceans (Dirmeyer, 1999). In recent years, a great number of studies have focused on deepening our understanding of these 

issues, particularly the mechanisms of water vapour transport in the atmosphere and the identification of moisture sources. 25 

These issues are considered some of the major challenges in the atmospheric sciences (Gimeno et al., 2013a). Several 

techniques and methods have been implemented in an attempt to address these matters; a summary of the main strengths and 

weaknesses of each was provided by Gimeno et al. (2012).  

In respect of Africa in particular, some authors have investigated the sources of moisture for the whole continent (van der Ent., 

2010; Gimeno et al., 2010, 2012), and specific regions such as the Sahel (Nieto et al., 2006; Salih et al., 2015; Keys et al., 30 
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2012, 2014), Ethiopia (Viste and Sorteberg, 2013), and the wider region of West Africa (Savenije, 1995; Eltahir and Gong, 

1996; Druyan and Koster). Nevertheless, the Congo River Basin (CRB), in the highly convective region of Central Equatorial 

Africa (CEA), is one of the least studied of the major global river basins (Alsdorf et al., 2016). Focusing on several world river 

catchments including the Congo, Stohl and James (2005) used the Lagrangian model FLEXPART over a period of 4 years 

(Dec 1999 - Nov 2003) to diagnose the net budget of (E-P), where (E) denotes evaporation and (P) precipitation. However, 5 

the short time-scale involved in this study was not sufficient to investigate properly the variability and other aspects of the 

hydrological cycle over the CRB. Gimeno et al. (2010) argued that in tropical South Africa during the austral winter the rate 

of evaporation is so high that it provides moisture for most of the precipitation over the Congo, and besides this according to 

van der Ent et al. (2010), the moisture that evaporates in East Africa is the main source of rainfall in the CRB.  

More accurate results on the evaporative moisture sources for the CRB, together with their seasonal variations and mean 10 

contributions over a period of 25 years, are available online from the Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies (COLA). 

These were calculated using a Quasi-Isentropic method, an Eulerian approach implemented in Dirmeyer et al. (2009), and the 

results highlight that the main evaporative sources for precipitation lie within the basin itself, in addition to the land to the east 

of the basin along the oriental African coasts, and the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. However, it is not yet clear what the role of 

the CRB moisture sources is in other stages of the hydrological cycle and during extreme events in the basin. Most of the 15 

studies based on instrumental records in Africa indicate that droughts have become more frequent, intense and widespread 

during the last 50 years (Dai, 2013; Masih et al., 2014). The occurrence of drought is especially important in regions where 

economic activities are highly dependent on water resources (like the CRB), and particularly affect those African nations that 

are heavily reliant on agriculture (Lobell et al., 2011a, b). 

The objectives of this study are: i) to identify the main continental and oceanic moisture sources for the CRB from a Lagrangian 20 

perspective and determine their role, including that of the basin itself in the total moisture influx to the basin, and ii) to 

investigate drought and wet conditions in the CRB and the relationship of these to atmospheric moisture influx.  

 

1.1 Region of Study  

The Congo River Basin (CRB) is located in central-equatorial Africa, an important part of the continent containing major 25 

rivers and dense forest. With an approximate area of 3,687,000 km2 (Alsdorf et al., 2016), the basin includes several African 

countries: the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), the People's Republic of the Congo, the Central African Republic, 

and parts of Zambia, Angola, Cameroon, and Tanzania (Chishugi, 2008). The Congo River (also known as the Zaire) is over 

4,375 km long, considered to be the fifth longest river in the world, and the second longest in Africa after the Nile River (IBP, 

2015). The CRB comprises the second largest continuous rainforest in the world, covering an area of approximately 1.8 Million 30 

km2, being extremely important for storing carbon and having an impact on the global water cycle through local water recycling 

(Haensler et al., 2013). These moist forests are the continent’s main forest resource, containing an extraordinary biodiversity 

(SCBD-CAFC, 2009) that brings important economic benefits to local communities (Hugues, 2011). Nevertheless, satellite 
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data show a widespread decline in greenness in the northern Congolese forest over the past decade, which is generally 

consistent with decreases in rainfall, terrestrial water storage, and other related aspects (Zhou et al., 2014). 

 

The air masses originating from three permanent anticyclones located to the north-west (Azores), south-west (St. Helena), and 

south-east (Mascarene) of the CRB converge along the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), which separates the southerly 5 

low-level winds from the northerly winds, and the Inter-Oceanic Confluence Zone (IOCZ), separating the westerly from the 

easterly winds in the southern part of Africa (Samba and Nganga, 2012). The rainfall-generating mechanisms are controlled 

by a zone of shallow depression systems in the Congo forest basin (Samba and Nganga, 2012) as well as north-south ITCZ 

migration (Samba and Nganga, 2012; Alsdorf et al., 2016) together with Mesoescale Convective Systems (MCS) (Jackson et 

al., 2009) and the African Easterly Jet (Nicholson, 2009; Pokam et al., 2012).  10 

 

2 Data and Methodology  

The analysis covers the period 1980-2010. The drainage area of the Congo River Basin (Figure 1) was defined using geo-

referenced watershed boundaries on a 30 arc-second resolution map (a Hydrobasin product of HydroSHEDS (Hydrological 

data and maps based on SHuttle Elevation Derivatives at multiple Scales), Lehner and Grill (2013)). This was used to obtain 15 

the spatial mask of the basin, which was later implemented in the computations.  

The methodology implemented here is based on the Lagrangian model FLEXPART developed by Stohl and James (2004, 

2005). The model outputs were used to compute the gain and loss of humidity along tracks of air particles leaving and arriving 

in the CRB. The model allows us to track the parcels backwards and forwards, allowing the identification of the moisture 

sources for the CRB and then their climatological moisture supply and the relationship to the precipitation in it. The approach 20 

implemented here has been widely and successfully applied to study the atmospheric branch of the hydrological cycle (e.g., 

Stohl and James, 2004, 2005; Nieto et al., 2008; Gimeno et al., 2010; Gimeno et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2012; Viste and 

Sorteberg, 2013; Drumond et al., 2014).  

In this method, the atmosphere is divided into N evenly distributed “particles” or “parcels”, whose advection is described by 

Eq. (1):  25 

dx/dt = v [x(t)],                                                                                                                              (1)                                                                                                                                                    

where x is the position of the parcel and v [x(t)] is the wind speed interpolated in space and time. The gain (through evaporation 

from the environment e) or loss (through precipitation p) of specific humidity (q) by each parcel is calculated following Eq. 

(2). Along individual trajectories q fluctuations can occur for nonphysical reasons (e.g., because of q interpolation or trajectory 

errors), a limitation partly compensated by the presence of so many particles in an atmospheric column over the target area, 30 

thus: 

(e - p) = m(dq/dt),                                                                                                                          (2)                                                                                                                                                        
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where additionally m is the mass of a particle. By integrating over an area of interest it is possible to obtain the net effect of 

the moisture changes in all the particles in the atmospheric column and, as a consequence, a diagnosis of the surface freshwater 

flux, hereafter represented by (E-P) (Stohl and James, 2004). It is worth mentioning that in some regions atmospheric moisture 

is not precipitated but just flows through, while in others the convergence of moisture ensures that precipitation occurs (Pokam 

et al., 2012). A region is then considered a moisture source when (E-P)>0, and the net moisture budget of the particles tracked 5 

is favourable to evaporation from the environment to the particles. In moisture sink regions the opposite occurs, i.e., the 

associated moisture budget is favourable to moisture loss from the tracked particles to the environment. A analysis backwards 

in time tells us where the atmospheric moisture in the air masses over the CRB came from, enabling us to identify the main 

oceanic and continental sources of moisture. The analysis was applied for 10 days, which is the average residence time of 

water vapour in the atmosphere (hereafter we use (E-P)i10) (Eltahir and Bras, 1996; Numaguti, 1999). 10 

 

The Lagrangian data used in this work were obtained from a FLEXPART v9.0 experiment executed on a global domain, in 

which the atmosphere was divided into about 2.0 million uniformly distributed particles. FLEXPART uses ERA-Interim 

reanalysis data (Dee et al., 2011) available at 6 h intervals (00, 06, 12, and 18 UTC) at a resolution of 1° at 61 vertical levels, 

from 0.1 to 1000 hPa, with approximately 14 model levels below 1500 m and 23 below 5000 m. This is important because the 15 

transport of water vapour occurs mainly in the lower troposphere, which is clearly affected by the earth’s topography (Peixoto 

and Oort, 1992). 

 

To ensure the selection of the most important annual moisture source regions for the CRB, a threshold was used to delimit 

these, defined by the value of the 90th percentile calculated from the annual (E-P)>0 values integrated over the 10 days of 20 

transport. This value acts as boundary to delimit those regions where air masses gain more humidity on their journey to the 

CRB, representing the 10% of grid points with the highest positive values of (E-P)i10 on the map. This criterion was applied 

for similar purposes by Drumond et al. (2014, 2016a, 2016b). The CRB itself is also considered a source of moisture, and its 

role in recycling is therefore evaluated here. Tracking the air parcels forwards from each of the delimited moisture sources 

allows us to compare their contributions and thus the importance of each in the total moisture influx to the CRB.  25 

 

Data for precipitation were obtained from the CRU TS v.3.23 database (Harris et al., 2014) with a spatial resolution of 0.5º. 

The runoff, the geopotential at 850 hPa, and the vertical integrated moisture flux (northwards and eastwards) form part of the 

Era Interim Reanalysis Project (Dee et al., 2011), with a resolution of 1ºx1º in latitude and longitude. The corrected monthly 

mean discharge of the Congo River recorded at the gauging station at Kinshasa (4.0º S, 15.3º E) was provided by the Global 30 

Runoff Data Centre (GRDC). To estimate the total evaporation over the moisture sources we use two state-of-the-art base data 

sets: OAFLUX and GLEAM. The monthly ocean evaporation data are obtained from the OAFLUX project, which uses surface 

meteorological fields derived from satellite remote sensing and reanalysis outputs produced from the NCEP and ECMWF 

models (Yu et al., 2008). The monthly evaporation from the land is estimated from GLEAM (Global Land Evaporation 
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Amsterdam Model) data, which takes into account a set of algorithms including transpiration, bare-soil evaporation, 

interception loss, open-water evaporation and sublimation (Miralles et al., 2014), all of which are important considering the 

dense forests of the CRB. 

The role of general circulation in the hydrological cycle can be shown clearly through maps of vertically integrated atmospheric 

moisture flow (Peixoto and Oort, 1992). Also known as Vertically Integrated Moisture Flux (VIMF), this allows readers to 5 

compare moisture transport under an Eulerian perspective (Drumond et al., 2014); consequently these maps should lend 

support to explanations of moisture budget calculated using FLEXPART.  

 

The methodology used to quantify drought or wet conditions in the CRB is based on the Standardized Precipitation 

Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI), which is a multi-scalar drought index that considers the effect of both precipitation and 10 

atmospheric evaporative demand (AED) (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010). The SPEI for the CRB was calculated at time scales 

from 1 to 24 months using precipitation and reference evapotranspiration (ETo) obtained from the CRU TS v.3.23 dataset. The 

criterion of McKee et al. (1993) was used to identify those years of severe and extreme drought and wet conditions (according 

to the SPEI threshold of +/-1.5). Hydrological drought conditions were quantified at the gauging station of Kinsasha using the 

Standardized Streamflow Index (SSI) (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2012). 15 

3 Results and Discussion  

3.1 Climatology: Rainfall and runoff over the basin and Congo River discharge  

The annual cycle of precipitation over the CRB is depicted in Figure 2. The most notable feature of the monthly patterns is the 

latitudinal migration of the precipitation maximum throughout the year, which leads to different seasonal patterns over the 

territory according to Chishugi (2008). Nevertheless, the evaluation of the impact of rainfall on various sectors and its 20 

distribution throughout the annual cycle may be as important as the total annual rainfall (Owiti and Zhu, 2012). During January, 

February and March, the southern half receives more precipitation, while April is a transitional month with maximum rainfall 

in the west-central and northeast parts of the basin. From May to August the rainfall pattern appears homogeneous and reveals 

that the majority of the average precipitation occurs in the northern part, coinciding with the northward excursion of the ITCZ 

between February and August (Nicholson and Grist, 2003; Suzuki, 2011). In September the rainfall increases to the south 25 

affecting the centre of the basin, with the greatest extension in October. In November, the central and southwestern parts of 

the CRB receive more rainfall and during December there is also an extension to the southeast. The regime of precipitation 

over the CRB is clearly differentiated by a latitudinal oscillation of maximum accumulated values, in accordance with Alsdorf 

et al. (2016).  

 30 

Monthly average precipitation shows an annual cycle with two maximum peaks during March-April and October-December, 

with values greater than 4.5 mm day-1, each accounting for 21% and 32.6% of the mean annual rainfall in the CRB, respectively 

(Fig. 3). During June and July the average rainfall reaches its lowest level of around 2 mm day-1. This cycle is similar to that 
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described by Washington et al. (2013), who compared the Congo rainfall climatology through several datasets obtained from 

reanalysis and ensemble models. However, they argued that the maximum rainfall in the basin occurs from March to May and 

from September to November, while the minimum occurs in June-August. The differences in monthly average precipitation 

may be due to the areas used; they used a box region over equatorial west Africa while we use the CRB boundaries.  

The mean annual cycle of runoff in the CRB (Fig. 3) follows the same annual cycle as rainfall although it is always lower, 5 

varying between maximum values of 3.0 and 3.5 mm day-1 during November-March and minimum values below 1.5 mm day-

1 during July and August. 

 

The long-term distribution of precipitation and runoff over the African continent is almost the same (Siam et al., 2013), but 

the highest values of runoff are concentrated in the heart of the equatorial forest along the Middle Congo River branch 10 

(Alemaw, 2012), with these wetlands receiving the majority of their waters from upland runoff (Lee et al., 2011). The 

interannual correlation calculated between the two series over the CRB is high, r = 0.73 (significant at p<0.05) and r = 0.72 

with a one-month lag. Fig. 3 shows that from March onwards the runoff reflects a one-month lag compared with precipitation. 

In general, in a steady state, the precipitation exceeds the evaporation (or evapotranspiration) over the land and the residual 

water runs off, resulting therefore in a continental freshwater discharge into the oceans (Dai and Trenberth, 2002). This also 15 

occurs in the CRB, where monthly values of precipitation minus the actual evapotranspiration obtained from the GLEAM 

dataset (P-E) seem to follow the same annual cycle as precipitation (Fig. 3). In June (P-E) has a negative value, which means 

that on average there is more evaporation in the basin than precipitation [as in Dai and Trenberth (2002) and Siam et al. (2013)]. 

The mean annual discharge of the Congo River is 38617.4 m3 s-1, as calculated from the GRDC monthly streamflow values 

registered at the Kinshasa-Brazzaville gauging station. The annual cycle of discharge (which is very similar to the precipitation 20 

and runoff) shows climatological maxima during November-December (Fig. 3) with values above 48000 m3/s, while in July 

and August the minimum is less than 30000 m3/s. Despite this, a difference is seen during March when high precipitation and 

runoff occur, but the discharge is low. During the next few months the precipitation and runoff decrease while in contrast the 

discharge increases, reaching a maximum in May. This lag reflects the time needed for the surface runoff to reach the river 

mouth (Dai and Trenberth, 2002, 2008; Marengo 2005; Rwetabula et al., 2007), as documented by Materia et al. (2012) using 25 

data recorded at Brazzaville station, about 400 km upstream of the river mouth. The direct relationship between precipitation 

over the basin and the discharge has a correlation of 0.52, which increases to 0.66 for a one-month lag (both statistically 

significant at p<0.05), confirming the lagged response mentioned earlier. 

 

 30 

3.2 Identification of the moisture sources  

In December, January and February over the CRB, areas of (E-P)i10>0 (moisture sources) are represented by reddish colours, 

and are located over the northern half of the CRB and over the river mouth (Fig. 4). Negative values (E-P)i10<0 (sinks), in 

blueish colours, cover the southern part of the CRB. Outside the boundaries of the CRB, (E-P)i10>0 values can be seen spread 
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over the northeast of the continent, the Mediterranean Sea, the Red Sea, the Arabian Sea, and the tropical-east South Atlantic 

Ocean. Negative values are observed in the southeast of the basin, the tropical-west Indian Ocean, and the equatorial Atlantic 

Ocean around the Equator. For these three months the moisture convergence over central-equatorial Africa between 0º-20ºS, 

together with a divergence belt to the north of 0º, can be seen. The patterns of atmospheric divergence and convergence are 

associated with high-pressure systems as well low pressures at the Equator and in the ITCZ zone, approximately. The deep 5 

convection of the ITCZ depends on the contribution of water vapour by the surface moisture flux, supplied as surface latent 

heat flux, and the horizontal moisture flux in the lower free atmosphere (Suzuki, 2011). The Vertically Integrated Moisture 

Flux (VIMF) identifies moisture reaching the CRB from divergence zones in the Sahel and the Arabian Sea. It is extremely 

important to assess the VIMF because in Equatorial Central Africa the seasonal variability of the spatial gradient of 

precipitation recycling is regulated by both the direction and the strength of the moisture flux (Pokam et al., 2012).  10 

 

In March the pattern of (E-P) changes over the basin, with the establishment of intense moisture sinks located to the centre-

west. March seems to be a transitional month, and in April the pattern of (E-P) undergoes a more obvious change characterized 

by moisture loss over the northern half of the basin, a region that acts as a source in the months before this. Despite this, in 

both months the VIMF remains flowing from west to east over the basin, meanwhile the fields of convergence and divergence 15 

of moisture flux are not that different from previous months, instead highlighting a decrease in the divergence over the Arabian 

Sea (Fig. 4).  

Just as in April, from May to September the budget of (E-P) over the basin is characterized by negative values in the northern 

half, in agreement with the maximum precipitation rates for these months (see Fig. 2). Specifically for June to August (the 

driest months) these values are confined to the northern part of the basin, while an evaporative condition prevails over the rest 20 

of the CRB. This demonstrates the ability of FLEXPART to simulate moisture losses in the basin associated with convective 

precipitation, as well as rainfall migration.  

Beyond the CRB, from May to September the source areas (E-P)i10>0 over the Arabian Sea diminish and the VIMF changes 

from its previously southwestward direction, which means that moisture transport from this region to Africa is no longer 

favoured. The (E-P)i10 patterns are very similar to those of previous months for the other regions. During these months, in the 25 

equatorial Indian Ocean the moisture sinks are less intense than in previous months. At the same time a latitudinal displacement 

of moisture convergence and divergence zones occurs over central-equatorial Africa; a joint analysis of the maximum 

precipitation and convergence of the VIMF provides a rough estimate of the position of the ITCZ (Žagar et al., 2011). 

 

Locations where (E-P)i10>0 are generally accompanied by moisture flux divergence. However, the Arabian Sea supplies 30 

moisture to the CRB from May to October (blueish colour in the left-hand panels); specifically during June-September the 

VIMF shows an anticyclonic circulation over the Indian Ocean, which induces an intense north-east flow from the Arabian 

Sea to the Indian Peninsula, in fact this is an important moisture source for Indian monsoon rainfall (Levine and Turner, 2012). 
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The sink regions cover almost the whole of the CRB in October and November, when the southeast Atlantic Ocean, the 

continental regions in the east and north of the basin, and the southwest Indian Ocean all act as moisture sources. A transition 

of the scheme of moisture source regions takes place in November when once again over the Arabian Sea the (E-P)i10>0 

values appear (Fig. 4). This coincides with the beginning of the summer in the southern hemisphere and the decay phase of the 

Indian monsoon. The VIMF illustrates the moisture transport from the source regions to an area to the south of 0º in central-5 

equatorial Africa, which enhances the precipitation process over the CRB in accordance with the southward movement of the 

ITCZ over Africa.  

The climatological annual backward average of 10-day integrated (E-P) obtained from the Congo River Basin is presented in 

Fig. 5, which thus summarizes the most important moisture sources for the CRB throughout the year. As discussed earlier the 

boundaries of the moisture sources regions were identified by imposing the 90th percentile (p90) threshold of the annual (E-10 

P)i10>0 values. This equates to 0.43 mm day-1, denoted in Figure 5 by the dashed lines. Five continental (C) and four oceanic 

(O) moisture sources were defined (Fig. 6). The five continental regions are located as follows: central and northeastern Africa 

(C1), centre-west part of the continent on both sides of Equator and at the river mouth (C2), from the river mouth along the 

Atlantic coast (C3), the east of the CRB extending along the west coast of Africa from the north of Somalia and Ethiopia to 

approximately 20ºS (C4), and finally the CRB itself. The four oceanic sources are: the Red Sea (O1), the Arabian Sea (O2), 15 

the eastern part of the tropical-equatorial South Atlantic Ocean along the coast of Africa (O3), and finally the tropical west 

Indian Ocean (O4). Moisture source regions are not stationary, varying in intensity from year to year, and expected to change 

in the future (Gimeno et al., 2013b). In addition, their role may change given the high decadal- and century-scale variability 

of the African climate (Masih et al., 2014). Nevertheless, these source regions provide insight into the mechanisms by which 

atmospheric moisture transport takes place towards central equatorial Africa, and how these impact precipitation in the CRB. 20 

A combination of factors may influence the role of each in the moisture influx into the CRB, such as the amount of water 

evaporated, the distance between each source and its target area, the atmospheric circulation, and the residence time of water 

vapour in atmosphere. 

A comparison with the evaporative moisture sources for the CRB obtained using the quasi-isentropic method and available 

online (http://cola.gmu.edu/wcr/river/basins.html) confirms the importance of recycling in the CRB, in agreement with our 25 

results (Fig. 4, 5). There are nevertheless some differences at the annual scale, in that parts of the northern half of the basin act 

as moisture sinks (Fig. 5), and that the quasi-isentropic climatology mentioned above considers the entire basin to be an 

evaporative source. Another clear difference is the Indian Ocean, where our results reflect more clearly the seasonal latitudinal 

migration of the evaporative regions over the year.  

 30 

 

3.3 Freshwater evaporation in the sources 

An analysis of the evaporation rate over the moisture sources may support our understanding of their role in the moisture 

uptake in the CRB over the year. It is most important to note that although the total evaporation over a region considered to be 
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a moisture source, quantified here using GLEAM and OAFLUX, can be high, its contribution over the CRB might not be, 

because it could be providing moisture for precipitation in other target regions as well. The geographical location of the basin 

allows it to receive moisture from the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, as well from land regions around the basin, as Fig. 6 shows. 

Oceanic evaporation is highly important if we consider that evaporation from the ocean surface equates to roughly 84% of the 

total amount of water evaporated from the planet (Oki, 2005), and the role of the oceans is decisive in continental precipitation 5 

(Gimeno et al., 2010). The mean annual evaporation from the sources is given in Table 1 using data from OAFlux and GLEAM 

for the ocean and continental regions, respectively. On average, O4 and O1 are the most evaporative sources while O3 is the 

least evaporative. 

 

Because the sources are located in two different hemispheres, they should have different annual evaporation cycles (Figure 7). 10 

From the FLEXPART backward experiment, monthly positive values of (E-P)i10 were calculated over each source (hereafter 

E-FLEX) to compare over the year the evaporation from the sources with the moisture uptake from each source to the CRB. 

(E-P)>0 can be discounted after (E-P) has been integrated without altering the general patterns of net precipitation, where (E-

P)>0 is discounted using a monthly or longer time scale (Castillo et al., 2014). In Figure 7 it is possible to observe both series 

for comparison, E-GLEAM (evaporation data over continental sources) or E-OAF (for oceanic ones) and E-FLEX. Starting 15 

the description with the most evaporative source, the O4 source is characterized by a maximum average E-OAF in May-July 

(>5.5 mm day-1) and a minimum at the beginning and end of the year (Fig. 7, O4). This behaviour is in accordance with the 

results of Yu et al. (2007), who argued that the enhancement of evaporation occurs primarily during the hemispheric winter 

(defined as the mean of December–February for the northern hemisphere and June-August for the southern). The positive 

values of E-FLEX over this source (O4) are lower and quite different from the mean E-OAF during all months. This means 20 

that on average this source is not very efficient in supplying moisture to the CRB. 

 

Nevertheless, the amount of moisture uptake from May to October is important if it is compared with moisture uptake over 

other oceanic sources, and it shows two peaks of E-FLEX: one in May and another in October, while it reaches minimum 

values during December-February (≤0.3 mm day-1).  25 

The second source with the major monthly E-OAF is O1 (4.60 mm day-1), located on the Red Sea, where the oceanic 

evaporation rate is the highest in the world (Abdulaziz, 2012). After reviewing many studies Sofianos et al. (2002) confirmed 

several differences in the mean annual evaporation rate for the Red Sea, but it was estimated at around 2.06 m year-1 (~5.6 mm 

day-1). Figure 7 shows the annual cycle of evaporation (E-OAF) in this source, which is characterized by higher values during 

the boreal winter months and minimum values in summer, in accordance with Bower and Farrar (2015). Monthly E-FLEX 30 

values obtained over this source follow the same annual cycle as E-OAF but with lower values. As for O4, this means that the 

moisture contribution from O1 to the air masses in transit to the CRB is less than that which it provides itself to the atmosphere. 

In contrast it seems an important moisture source during December-February over continental areas to its Northeast and during 

June-August to the remote area of the Indian Peninsula (Gimeno et al., 2010). 
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The next region showing higher annual evaporative values (Table 1) is the continental source C2. The behaviour of this series 

differs from the previous two in that in this case the E-FLEX values are greater than the local evaporation calculated using the 

GLEAM dataset during February and from June to October (grey shaded areas in Fig. 7, C2). Despite the local evaporation E-

GLEAM does not show any great variations over the year, varying from 2 to 3 mm day-1, and the E-FLEX shows a bimodal 

cycle with a minimum in May (~0.2 mm day-1) when major local evaporation occurs, and a maximum in August (~4.2 mm 5 

day-1) when local evaporation is at its lowest. This behaviour illustrates that it is possible to have moisture available in the 

atmosphere (higher E-GLEAM values) but less humidity is taken up by air masses and then carried towards our target region 

(lower values of E-FLEX). This is the case during March to June, and the opposite occurs during July to October. The grey 

shaded areas in Fig. 7 indicate those months when the transport of moisture is favoured from the source to the CRB. Over the 

course of several days an air parcel may undergo multiple cycles of evaporation and precipitation (Sodeman, 2008) and in our 10 

case after integrating monthly data over 10 days it is hardly surprising that the E-FLEX values could be greater than local 

evaporation. Nevertheless, C2 is a land region, where the recycling concept is most useful because moisture for evaporation is 

limited by precipitation, whereas over the oceans the surface is clearly wet regardless of whether it rains or not (Trenberth, 

1999).  

 15 

One of the aims of this study is to determine the possible factors that inhibit or favour the transport of moisture from a specific 

source to the CRB. The efficiency of a region providing moisture for a target area depends on the amount of evaporated water 

that reaches it, and not just on the initial evaporation rate. To clarify this, we used FLEXPART to calculate the forward budget 

of (E-P)i10 on air masses residing over C2 for May and August (Fig. 8), the two months when the extreme values of E-FLEX 

are the opposite of the local evaporation (E-GLEAM), as shown in Figure 7. In May, air masses forward-tracked from C2 lose 20 

moisture over C2 itself (blueish colours), and the moisture sinks are observed over the whole of the source and the northwest 

CRB, suggesting the influence of local recycling. This explains why E-FLEX is lower than E-GLEAM (Fig. 7). In August 

when E-FLEX is higher than E-GLEAM, on the south and west of C2 disappear as intense moisture sinks areas, and the air 

masses forward-tracked from C2 provide moisture to C2 itself over the north and east only (Fig. 8). This fact implies that 

recycling decreases and this could explain why E-FLEX is greater than local evaporation (E-GLEAM). On the other hand, it 25 

can be appreciated that moisture lost over the CRB during August from C2 is higher in the northwest of the basin and that the 

positive values of (E-P)i0>0 are reduced in the south (Fig. 8), confirming that C2 is more effective in supplying moisture to 

the CRB during August.  

 

To explain this relationship better, we also address the case for the CRB itself. For CRB the annual cycle of the E-GLEAM is 30 

characterized by maximum values during December-May and a minimum in July-August (Fig. 7, CRB). In January-February, 

April-October, and December, E-FLEX is higher than E-GLEAM, in accordance with the decreasing precipitation over the 

basin (Fig. 3). This is understandable because the moisture uptake E-FLEX over the basin itself must be favoured when the 

precipitation over it decreases. Comparing the precipitation annual cycle in the CRB (Fig. 3) with E-GLEAM (Fig. 7), it can 
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be seen that both show the same annual cycle, but they show opposite behaviour from E-FLEX (Fig. 7, CRB). This relationship 

describes a scheme in which the precipitation and evaporation are strongly lineally related and the moisture uptake is the 

opposite, determining when the source is more effective in providing moisture for itself. Moreover, this relationship is not 

strictly interdependent  because it could be modulated by moisture income from the other sources.  

 5 

Regarding the continental source of moisture, in the CRB the continental evaporation recycling efficiencies are high, and 

strong local recycling develops, or evaporative fluxes at least, and it is these that contribute to precipitation elsewhere on the 

continent throughout the year (van der Ent et al., 2014). The C3 source, separated from C2 by the Congo River mouth, follows 

a similar annual evaporation cycle to C2, but with lower values (<1 mm day-1) during June-October (Fig. 7, C3). In addition, 

the E-FLEX values are higher than E-GLEAM in February and June-October. This indicates that during these months C3 is 10 

very efficient at providing moisture to the CRB. For the continental source C4, the annual cycle of local evaporation (E-

GLEAM) is similar to C2, C3 and CRB, but the moisture uptake by air masses tracked backwards from the source (E-FLEX) 

to the CRB is always greater than E-GLEAM (unless in February), indicating that this source is very efficient in terms of 

moisture uptake for the CRB. 

Located in the Arabian Sea, the O2 source shows two evaporation peaks during December-January and June, and two minima 15 

in April and September (Fig. 7). This cycle was also noted by Sadhuram and Kumar (1987), who showed that the maxima are 

related to strong winds, and the minima are a result of low wind speeds together with weak vapour pressure across the Arabian 

Sea. The moisture uptake over this source between April-October is almost insignificant, but the evaporation from OAFlux is 

greater, which means that this source is not efficient in delivering moisture to the CRB, because during these months it instead 

contributes to the Indian monsoon (Levine and Turner, 2012).  20 

On the African continent, in C1 from May to October (boreal summer) E-GLEAM is higher than E-FLEX, and the opposite 

takes place in the other months, indicating when this source becomes more efficient in providing moisture to the CRB (Fig. 7, 

C1). The last source in the Atlantic (O3) has the smallest monthly average evaporation rate among all the oceanic sources 

throughout the year (<1 mm day-1), showing a negligible annual cycle. Materia et al. (2012) determined that the evaporation 

rate from the ocean surface is lower due to the fact that part of this oceanic region is affected by the huge freshwater discharge 25 

of the Congo River, contributing to a decrease in Sea Surface Salinity (SSS) and Sea Surface Temperature (SST). Despite this, 

E-FLEX is greater than E-OAF except for during April and May, when the moisture uptake over this source is less than 1 mm 

day-1. The moisture uptake has two peaks, one in February and the other in September-October.  

 

3.4 Moisture contribution from the sources. Forward analysis.  30 

 

Having identified the moisture sources regions, we determined the quantities and locations of the moisture loss over the CRB 

from those particles leaving each source using forward tracking. For this purpose, a forward experiment with FLEXPART was 

used, integrating particles forwards over 10 days. FLEXPART was used to compute the changes in (E-P) by tracking air parcels 
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regardless of whether it rains or not, but in this case we computed the result just for those particles arriving in the CRB that 

lost humidity.  

Fig. 9 shows the monthly variation in the percentage of moisture contribution to the CRB with respect to the total income and 

the monthly mean precipitation over the CRB from CRU TS v.3.23 data (Harris et al., 2014). The basin itself turns out to be 

the most important moisture source throughout the year, contributing more than 55% each month (green line) to the total 5 

moisture supply from all the sources to the basin. The contribution from each of the remaining sources does not exceed 20% 

of the total. This result confirms the importance of moisture recycling over the basin, which differs from the result of van der 

Ent et al. (2010) who argued that the main source of rainfall in the Congo is moisture evaporating over East Africa, particularly 

over the Great Lake regions. This is probably a consequence of the method used; their approach takes account of how much 

of the evaporated water returns as precipitation to the same region (regional evaporation recycling), and what part of it is 10 

advected out of the region.  

The annual cycle of the percentage moisture supply with respect to the total moisture contribution to the basin is quite similar 

for the C1 and C3 sources, at less than 4%. C2 and C4 are the most important continental sources (after the CRB itself) 

supplying moisture for the CRB across the year; they are located to the east and west, respectively, of the basin, and play 

opposite roles throughout the year. The moisture supply calculated from FLEXPART, |(E-P)i10<0|, for C4 follows the 15 

precipitation annual cycle in the basin particularly well. From the oceanic sources, the moisture contributions to the basin from 

O1 and O2 with respect to the total are less important than those from O3 and O4. It can be seen that the contribution from O3 

increases and is thus important when the contribution decreases from the CRB itself, confirming the importance of moisture 

transport from the Atlantic Ocean. From the Indian Ocean, the contribution of moisture of O4 is at a maximum in January-

February and July-August (>15%) when the precipitation rate decreases over the CRB (Fig. 3). The maximum monthly 20 

contribution from O4 occurs in April-May (~8%). 

 

 

We analysed separately the percentage of moisture supplied from land-based and oceanic sources to the total moisture inflow 

to the CRB for the period 1980-2010. The results confirm that over the whole year the highest percentage (>50%) of the 25 

moisture contribution comes from the CRB itself (Fig. 10, green bars). The persistence of this result confirms the key 

importance of recycling in the basin. The atmospheric moisture supply to the CRB from the remaining land sources (red bars 

in Fig. 10) is higher than that provided by the oceanic sources (blue bars), apart from in August. In any case, the fact that the 

CRB is itself also a continental source means that the land regions are the most important in terms of atmospheric moisture 

contribution to the basin throughout the year.  30 

 

The annual role of the moisture sources contributing to precipitation in the CRB is shown in Table 2 as the percentage of the 

total annual |(E-P)i10<0| amounts over the CRB. The CRB itself is responsible for 59.3% and is the most effective source, 

followed by C4 with 12%, and O3 with 11.5%. These three sources together account for 82.8% of the total moisture supply to 
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the CRB in the climatological year. The remaining sources contribute 17.2% of the total precipitable moisture. The O1 source, 

located in the Red Sea, is responsible for just 0.2%.  

 

Table 3 shows the results of a linear correlation analysis indicating the relationship between evaporation, precipitation, runoff, 

and river discharge series using the |(E-P)i10<0| from each source over the CRB and the total (E-P)i10<0 from all the sources 5 

(T). All the correlation coefficients are positive and statistically significant at 95%, with the exception of that obtained between 

|(E-P)i10<0| over the CRB from C2 and the Congo River discharge. The highest correlations were found for T, followed by 

the contribution supplied by the basin itself. In several cases, the correlation between the precipitation and the river discharge 

is reduced as a consequence of the lagged response of the hydrological system. In other cases, such as the correlation of |(E-

P)i10<0| from O1 and C3 with runoff, the coefficient obtained is greater than that obtained with precipitation.  10 

 

Fig. 11 shows the spatial relationship between the moisture supply from the sources and the precipitation over the CRB. The 

seasonal |(E-P)i10<0| mean values over the CRB are plotted: December-February (DJF), March-May (MAM), June-August 

(JJA) and September-November (SON). Each map shows the correlation (shown bottom right) of these patterns with the 

respective climatological precipitation pattern over the basin (not shown).  15 

The moisture sinks for the air masses transported from C1 to the CRB during DJF are more intense (~ -1.5 mm day-1) on a belt 

located in the central-north part of the basin extending beyond it and to the south (Fig. 11). In MAM the maximum moisture 

loss moves northwards, and it almost disappears altogether in JJA, while for SON the moisture loss covers the entire CRB 

with major sinks located in the northern half, in agreement with the high rainfall observed during these months (see Fig. 2). 

For SON the best correlations were those between the patterns of |(E-P)i10<0| from C1 and precipitation over the CRB 20 

(r=0.50). From C2, those sources located to the west of the CRB, the greatest moisture contribution occurs over the west of 

the basin. In MAM and JJA the |(E-P)i10<0| patterns are observed over the northern half, and the best correlation was obtained 

for JJA (r=0.63). Contrary to what happens with moisture loss over the basin from C2, the greatest moisture sinks over the 

CRB for air masses tracked forwards from C3 are mostly positioned to the southwest (best observed for SON and DJF). In 

MAM and JJA, the sinks are mainly located in the northern half of the basin. From C4 (located to the east of the CRB) the 25 

sinks over the CRB decrease in intensity from east to west (the eastern areas show the most intense sinks, >6 mm day-1). It is 

worth remembering that in southern equatorial Africa, and especifically in the CRB region, the precipitation pattern provides 

a mechanism of atmospheric communication between east and west Africa, these two equatorial regions being generally treated 

as climatically separate units (Dezfuli et al., 2015). As expected, during SON and DJF (rainiest months) the pattern of |(E-

P)i10<0| is more intense. The correlations vary between 0.36 and 0.43, all significant for p<0.05. Throughout the year the 30 

CRB is the most important moisture source for itself (Fig. 9 and 10), which is confirmed by the intensity of the values in the 

|(E-P)i10<0| pattern (Fig. 11). In DJF and SON greatest moisture sinks (>12 mm day-1) cover the major part of the centre and 

south of the basin. In MAM and JJA they are similar to the other sources. The correlation of these patterns with the spatial 

precipitation was the highest obtained (r>0.63).  
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We previously discussed how the oceanic source O1, despite being an important evaporative region, is not an effective moisture 

source for precipitation over the CRB. This fact can also be seen in the pattern of |(E-P)i10<0| over the CRB in Fig. 11, where 

the values are low and oscillate around -0.5 to 0 mm day-1. The pattern also reflects the north-south variability of the 

precipitation over the year. From the O2 source, located in the Arabian Sea, the greatest moisture contribution occurs in the 

east and northeast part of the basin, apart from in JJA when the pattern is confined to the northwest and the moisture loss is 5 

lower. The O3 source, in the east-tropical Atlantic Ocean, is the most important oceanic source for the CRB, as shown in Table 

3. In DJF the major moisture sinks are over the southwest of the basin, in MAM and JJA the moisture loss is mainly over the 

central and north of the basin, and during SON it is over the east. These patterns show a good correlation with rainfall spatial 

distribution (r>0.43). From O4, located in the West Indian Ocean, the greatest moisture contribution during DJF occurs over 

the south, and along a longitudinal belt in the central of the basin in MAM; in JJA the major contribution can be detected over 10 

the northern part of the basin. During SON when the moisture loss from O4 covers practically the whole territory, with the 

highest loss over the east, the correlation with the precipitation pattern is negative, however (r=-0.18). The highest precipitation 

for these months is shows maxima over the north and west parts, which explains the negative correlation (Fig. 3).  

A common characteristic of the |(E-P)i10<0| patterns is that the most intense values are generally located near the moisture 

sources, as is clear for the contributions from C2, C3, O3, O4, and the CRB itself. The geographic location of the continental 15 

sources around the CRB and the dominant atmospheric circulation are the key factors that make this possible. 

 

3.4 Moisture sources during severe dry and wet periods in the CRB.  

We now consider the characteristics of the extreme hydrological conditions seen in the CRB. The temporal evolution of the 1-

, 12- month SPEI series shows dry conditions during the periods: 1980-1985, 1992-1998 and 2004-2006, approximately (Fig. 20 

12 a, b). The prevalence of wet conditions can be seen from 1985 to 1991 and from 2007 to 2010. Hydrological drought 

conditions at Kinsasha show temporal consistency with climate drought conditions (Fig. 12 c).  

 

We calculated the monthly correlations between the anomalies of the total moisture influx to the basin |(E-P)i10<0| (from all 

the sources together), runoff, and SSI for the 1- to 24- month SPEI time scales (Figure 13) in order to investigate any possible 25 

relationships. The significance of the correlation threshold was set at p<0.05. The correlation between |(E-P)i10<0| monthly 

values and SPEI (Fig. 13a) shows significant and high values for all months, recorded for short SPEI time scales. Figure 13b 

shows the monthly correlation between the anomalies of runoff and SPEI. The relationship is positive and statistically 

significant from January to April within the 24 SPEI time scales, but it becomes negative when the precipitation decreases 

over the basin. Surface runoff seems to be strongly dependent on precipitation deficit for both shorter and annual rainfall 30 

deficit. When the rainfall increases over the basin from July to December, the correlation also increases. Correlations between 

SSI at Kinsasha and SPEI (1–24 months) show that the evolution of hydrological conditions is consistent with the 

meteorological rainfall deficit state over the basin (Figure 13c). In particular, the strongest and most significant correlations 
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were found with SPEI-5 to -7 during April; this suggests the most appropriate time scales to use when identifying the 

meteorological drought in terms of its relationship with streamflow in the Congo River.  

To investigate separately the role of the moisture sources during drought and wet conditions in the CRB we selected a few 

years affected by severe and extreme conditions. For this purpose SPEI values at the 12-month time scale for December were 

used to diagnose the status of water balance throughout each year. Moreover, long drought time-scales are generally used to 5 

assess streamflow droughts (Svoboda et al., 2012). Besides, at this time scale it is appropriate to represent the water balance 

in a region where the precipitation climatology is dictated by latitudinal migration crossing the Equator over the year, such as 

occurs in the CRB.  

 

During the period 1980-2010, the years 1995 and 1996 were characterized by severe (SPEI12_December = -1.69) and extreme 10 

(SPEI12_December= -2.06) drought conditions respectively, while 1982 is characterized as severely wet (SPEI12_December 

= 1.68). Fig. 14 shows the mean annual contribution from all sources and the anomaly of |(E-P)i10<0| for each event. In 1982 

the most important moisture contributions are from the basin itself (~120 mm day-1), O3 (~28 mm day-1), and C4 (~27 mm 

day-1). The anomalies of |(E-P)i10<0| from all the sources are positive, but they are particularly high for the basin itself (18 

mm day-1). In 1995 and 1996 the greatest moisture loss continues to be that from the air masses from the CRB itself, the 15 

oceanic source O3, and the continental C4. However, when the anomalies were analysed all the sources showed negative 

values, meaning that the moisture support was in fact less than the normal conditions seen in dry years. In 1995 the deficit in 

the contribution from the CRB and O4 is highlighted. Hua et al. (2016) described how an increase in subsidence across the 

western edge of Indian Ocean (O4) and a decrease in convection over the Congo Basin (CRB) led to a reduction in moisture 

transport and rainfall across Central Equatorial Africa. In 1996, a year characterized by extreme drought conditions, the 20 

negative anomaly in the moisture supply from all the sources remains, but that computed for the basin is higher than it was in 

1995. Therefore, the moisture contribution for the CRB is essentially recycling for the three years considered, and constitutes 

a key element that modulates the conditions for droughts in the basin via the rainfall. To confirm these results, we calculated 

the spatial anomalies of the moisture losses for air masses tracked from the CRB (Fig. 15). In 1982 (a severe wet year) over 

the northern half of the basin high positive anomalies of |(E-P)i10<0| values (> 3 mm day-1) occur. For 1995, the anomalies 25 

are negative in the east and north of the basin, and cover almost the whole basin during the extremely dry year (1996).  

 

4. Conclusions  

The most important climatological moisture sources for the Congo River Basin have been identified using the Lagrangian 

model FLEXPART, for a 31-year dataset (1980-2010). To assess the relationship between these sources and the hydrological 30 

cycle in the basin the relationship with precipitation, runoff and river discharge in the basin were all assessed. The mean annual 

precipitation pattern in the CRB confirms the north-south dipole associated with the annual migration of the ITCZ. On average, 
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maximum rainfall occurs between October and April while minima are observed in June and July, always in good correlation 

with the runoff and Congo River discharge; in particular the monthly values of discharge have the best correlation (r=0.66) 

with precipitation having a lag of one month, which is the time taken for the runoff to be seen as freshwater in the Congo 

River. The backward tracking of air masses reveals that the CRB receives humidity from both hemispheres. At an annual scale, 

four oceanic sources were identified in the Atlantic Ocean, the Indian Ocean and the Red Sea, while the continent contains 5 

four sources surrounding the CRB, as well as the basin itself, which acts as its own moisture source. The importance of each 

source in the moisture uptake of the CRB confirms the main role of the CRB on the negative budgets of (E-P) over the basin 

itself, representing more than 50% of the total moisture loss over the basin supplied by all sources. Hence local recycling 

processes are hugely important, as pointed out by other authors. Other important sources providing moisture to the CRB are 

the tropical Atlantic Ocean (O3) and the continental region in the east of the target area (C4). At the same time, the source O1 10 

located on the Red Sea, despite its high evaporation rate, is considered the least efficient source for providing humidity to the 

basin. Not only does the efficiency of the sources providing moisture to the CRB depend on the evaporation rate, it also 

influences the amount of water vapour transported to the basin, making the sources more or less effective in terms of 

precipitation over the CRB. Indeed, the spatial variability of the patterns of (E-P)i10<0 over the CRB after tracking the air 

masses forwards from all the sources confirms the link between the geographical location of the sources and the location of 15 

the greatest moisture sinks over the basin, associated with atmospheric circulation. These patterns show a good correlation 

with precipitation over the basin and demonstrates the ability of FLEXPART to reproduce the temporal and spatial variability 

of the precipitation over the CRB. The roles of the sources providing moisture during years with extreme and severe conditions 

confirm the key role of the CRB in modulating the water balance within itself.  

Moreover, it has clearly been shown that dry (wet) periods in the basin are clearly connected with positive (negative) anomalies 20 

of P-E in the CRB, mainly in the northern part of the basin. This suggests that during both dry and wet periods, recycling over 

the basin is of primary importance.  

The complex nature of the hydrological feedback mechanisms in the Congo River Basin is now better understood thanks to 

the identification of the continental and oceanic moisture sources. The results obtained will also support further studies to 

address the role of these moisture sources during climate extremes such as flooding, droughts, and extreme discharge events 25 

in the Congo River, among others. One important aspect for consideration in future research is related to the possible influence 

of Modes of Climate Variability (such as ENSO, SOI, or QBO) on the modulation of moisture transport from these sources to 

the CRB. 
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Table 1. Mean annual Evaporation rate over the sources. Data for the continent were obtained from GLEAM and for the ocean 

from OAflux. 

 Evaporation rate (mm day-1) 

Sources C1 C2 C3 C4 CRB O1 O2 O3 O4 

 1.0 2.5 1.6 1.5 2.4 4.6 1.1 0.71 4.7 

 

 25 

Table 2. Moisture contribution from the sources to the CRB (%). 

 

                 (E-P)i10<0 in % 
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Sources C1 C2 C3 C4 CRB O1 O2 O3 O4 

 2.3 6.8 2.1 12.0 59.3 0.2 1.8 11.5 4.1 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Significant monthly correlation (p<0.05) between the precipitation from CRU, Runoff from ERA-Int, River discharge 5 

from the GRDC and evaporation from GLEAM or OAFLUX, and series of |(E-P)i10<0| forward-integrated using FLEXPART 

from the sources over the CRB, and with the total |(E-P)i10<0| amount (T). Period used: 1980 – 2010. 

 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 CRB O1 O2 O3 O4 T 

Evaporation 0.35  0.35 0.36 0.37 0.35 0.43 0.14 0.35 0.36 

Precipitation 0.60 0.53 0.65 0.77 0.80 0.36 0.58 0.60 0.58 0.83 

Runoff 0.66 0.43 0.72 0.69 0.75 0.59 0.73 0.59 0.43 0.75 

Discharge 0.49  0.59 0.53 0.54 0.47 0.55 0.33 0.12 0.53 

 

 10 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Geographic location of the Congo River Basin showing the Kinshasa gauging station, the fluvial system and 

elevations (source: Hydrosheds project).  15 
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Figure 2. Monthly mean precipitation over the CRB for 1980-2010. Data from CRU TS v.3.23.  

 

 

Figure 3. Annual cycle of precipitation, runoff and (P-E) in the CRB (left axis), and the Congo River discharge (right axis). 5 

Data obtained from CRU, ERA-Int, GLEAM and Global Runoff Data Center, respectively. 
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Figure 4. Monthly climatological (E-P) values integrated backwards over 10 days (mm day-1) alongside Vertically Integrated 

Moisture Flux (kg/m/s) and divergence-convergence (reddish-blueish colours) (mm day-1). Period 1980 - 2010. 
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Figure 5. Annual mean values of (E-P)i10 backward-integrated over 10 days for the period 1980-2010. Dashed lines represent 

the boundaries of the sources of moisture, defined as p90= 0.4 mm day-1.  

 

 5 
 

Figure 6. Continental moisture sources for CRB: C1, C2, C3, C4, and the CRB itself; Oceanic moisture sources: O1, O2, O3, 

and O4.  
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Figure 7. Monthly mean evaporation in continental (C) and oceanic (O) sources (in mm day-1). Data from GLEAM (red lines) 

and OAFlux (blue lines). E-FLEX: evaporation values over the sources obtained using FLEXPART (black lines). Areas shaded 

in gray identify where E-FLEX > Evaporation. Data period: 1980-2010. 

 5 
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Figure 8. Forward (E-P)i10 from the moisture source C2 (green contour line) for May (top) and August (bottom). Period 

1980-2010. 

 

 5 
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Figure 9. Monthly percent of moisture loss calculated as |(E-P)i10<0| forward-integrated from each source over the CRB over 

10 days of transport, and monthly mean precipitation from CRU datasets for the period 1980-2010.  

 

 

Figure 10. Monthly percentage moisture contributions to the CRB from continental sources (red bars), the CRB itself (green 5 

bars), and oceanic sources (blue bars). Data from FLEXPART for the period 1980-2010.  
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Figure 11. Seasonal mean |(E-P)i10<0| integrated forwards from the moisture sources over the CRB, in mm day-1. The number 

in the bottom-right corner of each plot indicates the correlation with the mean precipitation pattern (asterisks indicate 

significant values at p<0.05). Period 1980- 2010. 
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Figure 12. Time evolution of the SPEI in the Congo River basin at 1 (a), and 12 months (b) and Standardized Streamflow 

Index (SSI) (c) computed for the Congo River discharge. Period 1980 – 2010. 

 

 5 
 

Figure 13. Monthly correlations between |(E-P)i10<0|, runoff and SSI with SPEI-1 to SPEI-24 in the Congo River Basin. 

Dotted lines represent significant correlations at p<0.05.  
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Figure 14. Mean annual moisture contribution from the sources to the CRB (orange bars) during 1982 (severe wet conditions, 

a), 1995 (severe dry conditions, b) and 1996 (extreme dry conditions, c), and the corresponding anomaly (blue line).  

 

 5 
 

Figure 15. Anomaly of the |(E-P)i10<0| (mm day-1) integrated forwards from the Congo River basin itself during 1982 (severe 

wet year, a), 1995 (severe dry year, b) and 1996 (extreme dry year, c).  
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